Insulated Tools

- Extension Arms
- Temporary Arms
- Rail Ladders
N&L Line Equipment, part of NESCO Specialty Rentals Utility Equipment Outfitters (UEO) division, was founded in 2009 and has since grown to be an industry leader for manufacturing, repairing and refurbishing hot line tools and accessories, as well as distributing lineman’s equipment and supplies. N&L is the industry standard when it comes to delivering quality products and service.

NESCO Specialty Rentals provides everything the utility, telecom and rail professional needs to get the job done from aerial lifts, cranes, diggers and stringing gear to blocks, after-market parts, tools and accessories. With over 30 years of industry experience and 50+ locations in North America, NESCO offers the right specialty rental equipment and service you need to gear up and get going! For more information, contact your rental representative or visit our website.

Alvarado, TX
Fort Wayne, IN
Ontario, CA
Seattle, WA
Tallahassee, FL
Wilkes-Barr, PA
Yuma, AZ
Extension Arm

THE BEST VALUE with professional construction and features at a great price point! The most durable hot stick in its class.

FEATURES:

- 300lbs per wire holder
- Accommodates crossarms up to 6” x 9”
- Extra large wire holders can carry up to 1-3/8” diameter wire
- Extremely durable - stays operational much longer than competitor’s arms
- Affordable and efficient to repair
Wire Holder
300lbs Per Holder
1-3/8” Capacity

Extremely Durable
Stays operational much longer than the competitor’s arms.
3’ Temporary Arm with Ratchet Strap and Insulators

**THE BEST VALUE** with professional construction and features at a great price point! The most durable hot stick in its class.

**FEATURES:**
- 300lbs carrying capacity (single wire holder)
- Extra large wire holders can carry up to a 1-3/8” diameter wire
- 10,000lb weather-resistant and stretch-resistant ratchet strap
- 5” x 8” base – largest in the industry, creates stability and increases durability
- Extremely durable – stays operational much longer than the competitor’s arms
- Affordable and efficient to repair
4’ Temporary Arm
with Ratchet Strap and Insulators

THE BEST VALUE with professional construction and features at a great price point! The most durable hot stick in its class.

FEATURES:

- 300lbs per wire holder (2 wire holders)
- Extra large wire holders can carry up to a 1-3/8” diameter wire
- 10,000lb weather-resistant and stretch-resistant ratchet strap
- 5” x 8” base — largest in the industry, creates stability and increases durability
- Extremely durable – stays operational much longer than the competitor’s arms
- Affordable and efficient to repair
2-Rail HD Ladder
with 1” Swivel Hooks

THE BEST VALUE with professional construction and features at a great price point! The most durable hot stick in its class.

FEATURES:

• Custom built to any length - up to 30’
• Constructed with our heavy-wall fiberglass for increased rigidity and durability
• Durable, dielectric, non-slip coating on every rung
• All hardware is either Grade 8 Steel or Stainless Steel for maximum strength and durability
• 1” High-Carbon Steel Rungs ensure that the rungs will never bend or warp
• Safety chains and hooks are rated at 5,000lbs – highest in the industry
3-Rail HD Ladder
with 1” Swivel Hooks

THE BEST VALUE with professional construction and features at a great price point! The most durable hot stick in its class.

FEATURES:

• Custom built to any length - up to 30’
• Constructed with our heavy-wall fiberglass for increased rigidity and durability
• Durable, dielectric, non-slip coating on every rung
• All hardware is either Grade 8 Steel or Stainless Steel for maximum strength and durability
• 1” High-Carbon Steel Rungs ensure that the rungs will never bend or warp
• Safety chains and hooks are rated at 5,000lb – highest in the industry
All of Your Repairs, In One Place.

With RubberTesting.net, you can see the complete history of the repairs over the life of the tool. You also have a chat option where you can talk directly to the technician making the repair to see the status of the repair.
NESCO provides everything the utility, telecom and rail professional needs to get the job done from aerial lifts, cranes, diggers and stringing gear to blocks, aftermarket parts, tools and accessories.

With over 30 years of industry experience and 50+ locations in North America, NESCO offers the right specialty rental equipment and service you need to gear up and get going! For more information, visit www.nescospecialty.com.
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